THE NORTH IN NUMBERS:
EXPLANATORY NOTE

The numbers used to provide a snapshot of the north of England come from IPPR North and all sources are linked below. The numbers are checked, and where appropriate and possible, updated every six months. The last update took place in June 2022.


**The number of jobs that could be created through the North’s net zero transition by 2030:** Emden J and Murphy L (2019) A just transition: Realising the opportunities of decarbonisation in the north of England, IPPR. https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/a-just-transition

**The transport investment the North would have seen if it has received the same per person investment as the capital over the decade:** Johns M and Giovannini A (2021) 'Broken transport promises come as new evidence shows widening transport spending gap', press release, IPPR North. https://www.ippr.org/news-and-media/ippr-north-broken-transport-promises-come-as-new-evidence-shows-widening-transport-spending-gap


**Northern metro mayors who are women:** Roscoe E (2022) 'Levelling up gender parity locally: Erica Roscoe explains', blog, IPPR North. https://www.ippr.org/blog/levelling-up-gender-parity-locally-ERICA-ROSCEO-Explains

**The size of the cut to High Needs Block support paid to northern children with special educational needs since 13/14 - Across England the cut was 29%:** Johns M (2020) ‘10 years of austerity: Eroding resilience in the North’, IPPR North. https://www.ippr.org/research/publications/10-years-of-austerity


Northerners who believe that, in general, more decisions should be made by devolved and local governments: Patel P and Quilter-Pinner H (2022) Road to renewal: Elections, parties and the case for renewing democracy, IPPR. https://www.ippr.org/publications/road-to-renewal


Please note that these numbers have been selected to provide a snapshot of the north of England. They do not tell the full story. We recommend reading our research reports, particularly our annual State of the North report, for a more detailed picture of the North in any given year.